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Cover Illustration: One of the Thornycroft buses (possibly AA887) outside
St Pancras Station in 1905. (LTHL collection).
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The Midland Railway had been experimenting with road vehicles during the
early 1900's trying out vehicles by several manufacturers. By 1903 they
were using Milnes-Daimler parcel vans and a number of steam wagons.
Shortly afterwards negotiations with Thornycrofts of Basingstoke
commenced over the possibility of running a service from St Pancras
Station to Charing Cross and Victoria Stations in London on behalf of the
railway company. Although negotiations appear to have faltered, the
service did open in July 1905 with a single Thornycroft motorbus. Another
vehicle was added in September but the service was discontinued before
the end of the year. The service was primarily for the carriage of
passengers between stations and did not pick up en route.

In June 1907 a decision to order further motorbuses resulted in the
purchase of two vehicles; one 18hp Wolseley and a 25/30hp Maudslay. These
two vehicles were placed on a new route between Desborough Station and
the 'Red Lion' in Rothwell on 1 May 1908 and on 1 July 1909 they also
operated on a route between Kettering Station and Rothwell, which was
opened following representations from Rothwell Council.The Wolseley bore
the Midland lake livery carried by the railway’s locomotives but the
Maudslay was liveried in chocolate. A two vehicle shed was built at
Kettering to accommodate the buses.

The Desborough service was withdrawn on 30 June 1911 due to lack of
patronage, being replaced the next day by a service from Kettering to
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Burton Latimer, which fared no better and was withdrawn the following
year.

The service between Kettering and Rothwell continued through the war
years and into the 1920's by which time the buses were nearing the end
of their life. The two vehicles were finally withdrawn in February 1921
and the service ceased.

In 1914 a decision to order 6 more motorbuses and the conversion of the
two vehicle shed into a proper motorbus garage had been made, however the
onset of World War I in 1914 put paid to these plans and in 1923 the
decision was rescinded and the Midland Railway operated no more motorbuses.
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Bus Fleet List
1905-1921

This listing is in the format -  Year into service; Fleet No; Reg. No;
Chassis; Chassis No; Body; Seating.

1905

 -  AA887  Thornycroft              ????         ??          B14R
 -  ?????  Thornycroft              ????         ??          B14R

These vehicles were presumably on loan from Thornycroft and were returned
when the service ceased in late 1905.
Withdrawn 1905 (AA887 and unknown Thornycroft).

1908

 -  BD717  Wolseley-Siddeley 18hp  3213    Liversidge         B14R
 -  BD745  Maudslay 23/30hp        ????    Scammell & Nephew  B12R

Withdrawn 1921 (BD717, BD745).
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The Midland Railway’s Wolseley BD717 at Kettering Station awaiting departure on the
short-lived service to Burton Latimer c.1911. (LTHL collection).
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BD745 was a 1908 Maudslay 25/30hp with 12-seat bodywork by Scammell and Nephew, seen here
at Desborough Station sometime between 1908 and 1911 when the service ceased. (LTHL
collection).
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Additional information, corrections and photographs are always welcome.
Our general email address is: lth.library@gmail.com

In producing this booklet reference has been made to the following publication; Railway
Motor Buses and Bus Services 1902-1933, John Cummings, Oxford Press, 1978.
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